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152 Heritage Drive, Moonee Beach, NSW 2450

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 6 Area: 1 m2 Type: House
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Expression of Interest

Nestled in the nostalgic Moonee Beach Heritage Park Estate on the ever-popular northern beaches of the Coffs Coast,

this remarkable 5-bedroom, 2-bathroom residence seamlessly integrates the allure of luxury, charm, and

functionality.From the moment you enter the driveway, you get the feeling of grandeur and class that this property

exudes. The entrance, lined with well-established trees, guides you towards the grand and timelessly designed two-storey

Queenslander. Lovingly and meticulously landscaped with pristine lawns, enjoy the private oasis that this lifestyle

property has to offer.The large wrap-around veranda entices residents and guests alike to indulge in the outdoors and

serenity provided by this expansive property. Inside, high-pitched ceilings amplify the sense of openness and space that

harmoniously fuses luxury with functionality. The generous resort-like pool and outdoor deck area provide ample space

for both entertainment and relaxation.Featuring five generous bedrooms and two spacious travertine-tiled bathrooms,

meticulously designed to meet the needs of a modern and growing family. Take a step into the kitchen, and it is no mistake

that this home is architecturally designed for aesthetics and purpose. The spacious kitchen, positioned as the heart of the

home, offers functionality and practicality. A second living area adds versatility, accommodating various activities and

family dynamics. The large and functional laundry caters to even the highest demands for a family’s storage needs, making

daily routines a breeze.Addressing practicality, six under-house car parks effortlessly cater to all storage and parking

needs. The property includes a large shed, ideal for use as a tradesmen's workshop, storage, or even a home business. The

large shed again provides more ample parking space for boats, vans, caravans, and all the leisurely desires, yet another

perk of having a lifestyle block.The owners have also configured on the ground floor a guest accommodation, which is

self-contained, offering an array of options such as a teenager's retreat, providing additional flexibility.Ducted air

conditioning throughout this property ensures comfort all year. The additional ducted vacuum ports around the house

add to the practicality. The 50-thousand-gallon water tank and 10-kilowatt solar system contribute to sustainability.The

Moonee Beach suburb is celebrated for its family-friendly environment. It offers a diverse range of shops, cafes,

restaurants, and family-friendly pubs. The proximity and the beauty of the Moonee River ensure safe swimming for young

and old and leisure for all. Furthermore, its short distance to Coffs Harbour ensures easy access to additional amenities

and services.This property truly encapsulates luxurious country coastal living. Moonee Beach provides both convenience

and a vibrant community atmosphere. The property offers privacy, space, practicality, and all the desirable and leisurely

features you could require from a lifestyle property. All that awaits is for you to put your own personal and loving touch to

make this home your own.Undoubtedly, this is the most desirable real estate the Coffs Coast has to offer. Don’t hesitate –

call Mick Smith today! 0402865600


